
What's Included in Package
Services?

One hour of in-house or virtual consultation

with one of our dedicated event designers.

After the initial hour, additional as-needed

consultations are billed at $94/hour. 

Rental, installation, and removal of all decor

and lighting elements. 

Vendor and venue coordination.

On-call service.

Standard Costs & Terms
Shumaker PDT requires a minimum order of $2,000, excluding tax,

delivery, and pickup costs.

What's Included in Custom
Design Services?

One hour of in-house or virtual consultation with

one of our dedicated event designers. After the

initial hour, additional as-needed consultations

are billed at $94/hour. 

Rental, installation, and removal of all decor

and other elements.

Project Management Time billed at $105/hour,

minimum two hours.

Vendor and venue coordination.

On-call service.
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Package Services

We have created lighting and decor looks to

enhance the natural character of Casa di

Fiori's ambiance and overall aesthetic. 

Packages are designed to easily fit into your

creative vision and the dimensions of Casa's

rooms. 

Available Packages are shown as Elements on

the  Á La Carte Elements sheet.

Custom Design Services

Transform a space with a fully-realized unique

design including lighting, decor, draping,

furniture, and other design elements.

Enhance your guests' experiences by utilizing

our superior audio, video, and production

services.

Customize packages by adding additional items

and services offered by Shumaker PDT.

You dream it. We create it.



Bello Beauty
$2,000

Bello Classique
$2,000
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We have combined some of our most popular decor and lighting elements into

collections. These looks are exclusively designed to complement the aesthetic of

Casa di Fiori. 

You dream it. We create it.

Bello Draping                        

Suspended Six-Foot Floral Ring         

Ten White Uplights                  

Bello Draping                        

Ceremonial Draping               

Five White Uplights                      

Prices exclude tax, delivery, and pickup costs.
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You dream it. We create it.

Lighting Elements
Starlight Enhanced Bello Draping
Strands of twinkle lights drape gracefully above the Bello ceiling fabric adding a romantic glow 
to the fabric.
Suspended Ladder with Edison Lamps at Fireplace
Fifteen oversized and varied-style Edison lamps suspend in front of the fireplace from a 7'-8'
rustic wooden ladder, adding charm to the ballroom. 

Suspended Six-Foot Floral Ring with Edison Lamps
A six-foot diameter open ring fitted with fifteen antique Edison lamps at varied heights suspends
from the center of the space, ready to be dressed by your florist.

Projected Dance Floor Pattern
Textured lighting accents the dance floor area (20'x20'). Pattern selections are provided by
Shumaker PDT. 

      Projected Monogram
Add your personal flair to the event with a projected monogram or unique message.
You must provide artwork in .ai or .eps format. Custom graphic design is available from
Shumaker PDT, at an additional cost. 

Entertainment Lighting
Highlight your band or entertainer with soft, white lighting. 

Cake/DJ/Sweetheart Table Light 
Soft, white lighting accents your choice of table(s). One light per table placement.

White Uplight 
Perimeter lighting washes walls with a gentle glow or provides accent lighting. 

                       LED Static Colored Uplight
Complement your color palette with colored perimeter uplighting. Shumaker PDT
recommends a minimum of six.

$2,050

$490

$925

$375

$320

$150/unit

$60 each

$35/unit

Lit Orbs 
Wireless orb lights add a touch of chic to outdoor events and can be used as accents or
to create a lit pathway. 

Lit Orb - Twelve-Inch Round

Lit Orb - Twenty-Inch Round

Lit Orb - Twenty-Four-Inch Round

$35 each

$50 each

$60 each

$260
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You dream it. We create it.

Decor Elements

Romanza Draping 
Six linear ceiling drape panels, in ivory or white, drape deeply and dramatically across
the ceiling, cascading down the walls, creating a truly romantic feel in the ballroom. 

$2,530

Elegante Draping 
Six ivory textured fabric panels are installed in the ceiling, forming eight uniform
swags spanning the ballroom.

$1,800

Bello Draping 
Six soft ivory fabric swags gracefully flow from the center chandelier to the outermost
chandeliers, creating a beautiful accent to the dance floor.

$1,000

Ceremonial Draping 
Ivory velour drapes create a baffle in front of the stone wall, hiding pre-set guest tables
from view. Our staff will remove the baffle at the conclusion of your ceremony. 

$825

Boxwood Hedge & Door Divider Screen 
Thirteen naturalistic partitions serve as a room divider, concealing tables and chairs
during the ceremony. Each piece is footed into a sturdy base with casters, making it
easy to position them throughout the reception space.

$1,200

Suspended Six-Foot Floral Ring
A six-foot diameter open ring suspends over the center of the space, ready to be
dressed by your florist.

$650

Wooden Barrel Cake Table
Add a touch of rustic charm to your cake display with this wooden barrel capped with a
forty-eight-inch round. 

$115

Wooden Barrel
Rustic wooden barrels add charm to your decor.

$60 each

Delivery & Pickup (Flat Fee) $95
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